
HOW TO WRITE A GOOD META DESCRIPTION 2013

Meta descriptions, important factors to a page's SEO, are HTML elements that help search engines better understand
the content of the page.

The standard format is sentence case. In this sense, your meta tag won't contribute to your search success at
all. Full Post 1. Google may penalise you for mass duplicating your meta descriptions. And, honestly, is a
pretty good length. That's why a metadata tool is vital. Point is, someone is reading your meta description for a
particular reason. It must be unique to the contents of the page. The description is also displayed below the
title tag in the search engine results thus giving you a second chance of enticing people to visit your website.
As of , there was at least some sentiment from those in the industry that there is indeed some correlation
between good Meta Descriptions and good rankings. One of the most common questions with meta
descriptions surrounds character limits and length. If it makes sense to have a keyword in your meta tag, then
by all means include it. Here are 33 examples of great meta descriptions based on Google Zeitgeist  When you
have an eye-catching title , a straightforward URL, and a compelling meta description, your click-through rate
is going to increase. For instance, a meta description for a home page will be very different than that of a
product page. The meta description will also appear when pages and posts are shared across other websites
and social media platforms, though the real estate given to the description does vary: How to Add a Meta
Description Adding a meta description to your site is easy and requires minimal HTML editing. If quotation
marks are important in your meta description, you can change them to single quotes rather than double quotes
to prevent truncation. Have you joined OptinMonster yet? At this stage, it's important to assess how Google
uses meta descriptions. Importance of Meta-Tags for Search Engines The main reason why Meta tags SEO are
given so much preference is that they directly influence the way the search engines view your website. Start
your description with the most important and compelling info for the user and go from there. Firstly, Google
has not confirmed anything publicly at all. What are you waiting for? If possible, work on a description that
gives an overview of your business. Take the time to analyse how the big boys do it. Consider using rich
snippets: by using schema markup you can add elements to the snippets to increase their appeal. Really, what
sells you? I wouldn't bother looking anywhere else, since Yoast has everything you need for website
optimisation. And, as I said, most of the time Google will use the meta description you provide [it wants to].
Does it make you feel all warm and fuzzy inside?


